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CHAPTER V 

 

The skirmish between the merchant company and the Shur outlaws soon blazed to white 

heat.  Because of the quick work of their scouts, the slaves had been able to kneel and tie the 

camels before they became too frightened to manage.  Their high packs made a breastwork of 

sorts, and such narrow shelters greatly heartened the defenders. 

But as the uproarious freebooters surged toward them, the animals became panicky and 

strained at their bonds.  Excitement grew with the hoarse orders of the merchantmen, the curses 

of slaves, the brays and snarls of frightened animals.  Raanah’s dragon was growling and lashing 

its tail defiantly, while the din of the raiders deepened into a thunderous roar. 

“They are a wild band.”  Egiba flashed a tight grin at Isme-Dagan as they dashed between 

the camel barricades. 

“Too wild to suit me,” Isme-Dagan growled. 

The merchantmen had stationed themselves behind the barricades at intervals to 

command all parts of their line.  The most intelligent slaves, like Calah, Gaza and Shobal, were 

set over smaller groups to direct and steady them.  Within a circle of hooded howdahs, the 

women were crowded to the rear, for they were considered a prize by the plunderers. 

Hardly was the caravan set when the raiders bore down upon them.  It was a bold charge, 

but such a cloud of arrows showered them that they became disconcerted.  Their own aim was 

uncertain because of the motion of their mounts.  To rally from their confusion, they rode in a 

circle, howling like fiends, then darted forward in a fan-like spread to discharge their weapons, 

then whirled about. 

The plain in front of the caravan became alive with flying arrows, darting spears and 

whirling riders.  Once thrust into action the slaves fought with an abandon that was hardly 

expected of them. 

Asaph, Dungri and Kihai-Del took up bows and used them intensively if not very 

effectively, while the delirium of battle shot from their eyes.  Kedar took a stance with a spear, 

but he was too stiff and fat and he fell, then crawled behind his mustache bristling militantly.  

Dahmru blinked in the strong light timidly, his face twitching in terror. 

After several charges, the marauders changed their tactics to tormenting their opponents 

rather than putting up a stiff fight.  They dashed forward, wheeled suddenly, then charged an 

unsuspecting section of the line.  This irked Isme-Dagan.  He stepped from cover and shook his 

spear at an ugly turban-headed Idumean.  “Come closer, you howler!  I’ll pin you to the ground!” 

he taunted.  “I’ll fix you so you’ll never howl again!” 

“That’s right, soldier,” Egiba snickered, “if you can’t hit them, tell them!”  He frowned at 

the bow in his hand.  “If these pesky things would only do what you want them to!” 

The dry white sands simmered with heat.  To the frightened women peering from behind 

their hooded shelter, the battle seemed too ethereal to be real.  The outlaws charged and pranced 



and whirled, while the dust from the feet of their mounts enveloped them in a thin haze.  The 

women shuddered and wept at the sight of the wild faces flashing before them. 

It soon became evident that the freebooters were tiring.  Their mounts were blowing.  

They also knew that their desire for plunder was hopeless, for animals that are tied down cannot 

be stampeded.  The merchant company, with its heavy advantage of numbers, had proved too 

strong for them.  The outlaws had persisted merely out of pique.  After another futile charge they 

rode off, defeated. 

When they were out of sight and it was certain their departure was not a ruse, the 

merchant company untied the stiffened knees of their camels.  All the men were in high spirits as 

they wiped the dust and perspiration from their faces. 

“That was a grand fight,” Egiba declared. 

“And our marksmanship was fairly good,” Asaph bragged, thinking of the handsome 

figure he must have cut with his bow. 

With the tension of conflict removed, they became a bit hysterical.  The slaves played 

leapfrog and feigned fighting bouts with each other.  The merchantmen slapped each other on the 

back and laughed uproariously.  All were agreed on the merits of their defense, though each 

secretly took much credit for himself. 

Isme-Dagan ended their horseplay by suggesting that they investigate their casualties.  

They found a dead camel with an arrow through its neck.  A couple of seriously wounded Bantu 

were turned over to the women for treatment.  Less than a dozen slaves presented superficial cuts 

or scratches.  So they considered that good luck had attended them. 

Then they began to wonder where Raanah and Joseph were.  Isme-Ragan scanned the 

hills, cupped his hands over his mouth and halloed, “Raanah!  Joseph!  Come in!  The raiders are 

gone!” 

A short time later the boys reached the crest of the hill and answered.  The men were 

surprised to see Raanah leading an animal and Joseph lugging the heavy weapons of a raider. 

 

(To be continued) 
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